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Conceiving through vaginal sex over and over one spermatozoon at a time

Populating the earth with more troglodyte Neanderthal, what happen to evolution

History a broken record indubitably repeats itself

It must be because our society is plague with amnesia

America the home of freedom fries and chocolate milk shakes

A roly-poly happy meal nation gorges on their corn-feed bovine meat

Capitalist porcine will gladly buy anything that will give them a chubby

Sex sells, it is not an opinion it is a fact except it has to be heterosexual in nature

Technology we love are technology

There is a plug for everything, I am surprised we have not plugged a cord permanently into to our 

anal cavity, because we are basically sodomizing ourselves on a daily basis with these wasteful 

technological gadgets

Our eyes glued to our devices

We are stuck in a virtual world

What happen to being cultured, instead we associate ourselves with pop culture

Who cares if Miley Cyrus got a Drunken and Disorderly Charge read a book

Civil rights are not convenient for the conservative nut-jobs

Those ancient non-progress ignoramus need to be taken out of office

There is this preconceived notion that we have to vote for the less of two evils

How do we have these religious bedlamite running this country

These theological philosophies of Western Culture are in simplistic terms are retarded

Religion is dangerous to the mind, it is Pavlov-like conditioning; in other words it brain washing

Those greedy, child molesting, hypocritical, hedonistic, 

extremist religious people are anything but holy

We are who we are based on our obscure culture and upbringing

Those fresh youthful minds are molded by their irresponsible parents

Emerge out from the dark age

Praise higher education

Vote for sanity

Have faith in humanity

Drink Tea

Support Theater

Mediate

Love

And make peace
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